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Correcr.icm

In tbe issue olMonday, February 11.
1991, on page 5455, beginning in the
second colwnn, in the correction to rule
document 91-Z3~ the docket number was
inaccurately printed and should have
appea.ed as shown above.
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Corrections

This section 01 the· FEDER~t REGISTER
contains editorial corredions 01· p[ENtously
ptJblished Presidential~ Rule~ Proposed
RUlEt-.. and Notice documents. These
corrections are prepared bV- the Office ot
the Federal Register. Agency prepared'
corrections are· issued: as, signed
documents and appear in, tha appropriate
document categories elsewhere in the
issue.

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCA'tION,

ICFDA No. 84.2.15Al

The Fund for Innovation In Education
(FIE); Innovation In Education Program

Correction

In notice doc::::umenl91-6411 beginning,
on page 11549 in the issue of Tuesday,
March 19, 1991, make tho following.
corrections:

On page 11549'
1. rn the thiref column, under

Applicable Regulations, in the lourth
line. "'7&'" should read ..79....

2. In the same column, und'er
Invitational PrJ"orittes.. in the. second1line
from the bottom of the paragraph. mser!
"not" after "are".
BILLING, CODE 150~1-o

FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION

12 CFR Parts 612. 614, 615. and 618

RIN 3052-ABIT

Miscellaneous Technical Changes

Correction

In rule document 91-1649 beginning on
page 2671 in the issue ofThursday,
lanuary 24, 1991, mal,e th.. lollowing
eorrections:'

§ 612.2130 [Corrected,],

1. On page 2674, in the first column,. in
§ 612.2130, in fourth Une of paragraph ILl
and the third tine of paragraph [P], "~"
shouid read ·..sect'ion·...

2. On the same page, in the second
column, in § 612.2130, in paragraph (t], in
the fifth line, "Agriculture" should read
"Agricultural" .

PART 614-[CORRECTEDI

3. On the same page, in the third
column, in part 614, in the heading for
subpart G, "Changes" should read
"Charges".

PART 615··[CORRECTEDJ

4. In the same column, in parl615.. in
the authority citation, in the fourth line..
"3132" should read "21J.Z:'.

§ 615.5151 [Correctedl
5. On page· 2675, in the fiTst oOlumn, in

§ 615.&151, in the third lin.., "any"
should read "and". .

§ 615.5180 (Corrected]
6. In the same column.. in amendatory

instruction 3B, in the first line. "Section
615.5189" should read "Section
615.5180".

§ 618.8360 [Corrected)
7. On the same page> in the third

column, in § 81llJl36Q(a)(5). in the first
line, "seel" should read "seeltp

BIl:.LlNG CODE 1505-01-0.

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS:
COMMISSION

47 CFR Part· 1.5

(Gen. Docket No. 87-389; FCC 90404}

Revision of Rules Regarding the
Operatio" of Radio frequency Devices
Without an Individual License, LPB, et
aI., Joint Petition for Partial
Reconsideration

Correction

In rule documenti 91-fJ1' beginning. on
page 372 in the issue of Friday; /,anu"'l'
4, 1991, make the- following' corret::tion::

§ 15.221 ICorrecteefY
On page 373. in the second column, in

§ lS.Z21ta], in the eighlh line, "47,715"
should read "47,715/".
BILLING, CODE 1505-01-0

DEPARTMENl: OF 'fHE INTERIOR'

Bureau' of land Management

(OR·943001'42f4-1·0; GP1-108; OR
19802(WASH)]

Order Providing lor Opening of Lands
Subject to Section 24 of the Federal
Power Act; Washington

Correction

In notice document 91-3653 appearing
on page 6411 in the issue of Friday,
February 15, 1991, make the following
correction: .

Fede••1 Regiale, 2~-i..f2B

Vol. 56. t-:o. 56

Friday, March 22. 1991

rn tbe first cohnnn, in the land
description. In Sec. 34, in the first Iin.e
"NJhN\V':r." should read ·'NY~g.WY4'~~

BILLING CODE 1505-01-0

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Aviation Administration

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Aviation Administration

14 CFR· Part71

[Airspace Docket No. 9O-AGt.~fa]

Afteration to Transition Area; Staples,
MN

Corcecliofli

I" rut.. document 91-103Z beginning on
page 1571 in the issue 01 Wed'nesday,
January la, 1991, in tbeEFFECTIVE
DATE. "u.t.Im· should read "u.l.c.
BIL.LlNG COOP: 1505-(l1~D

DEPARTMENll OFTRANSPORTATlON

National HIghway Traffic Salely
Admlnlstratlo..

Federal Motor Vehicle Salety
Standards; Occupant Crash
Protection; Petition for Rulemaking;
Denia'

Correction

In notice document 91~2103 beginning
on page 3518 in the issue of Wednesday,
January 30, 1991, make the following
correction:
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NPRM proposed t~ standardize and to S~e
make consistent parts 121, 125, and 135 /2.1-
requirements for the use of an MEL. 2zZA
Finally, it proposed to authorize the
development of MEL's for part 135
operators using single-engine aircraft.

Discussion of Comments

Approximately fourteen comments
were received on the NPRM. The
comments were submitted by air
carriers, airline pilot associations,
manufacturers. and individuals. Most
comments were in favor of
standardizing the regulations, and all
comments regarding expansion of the
applicability of MELs to include single
engine aircraft were favorable.
Howey.er, several comments opposed
certain proposed requirements. All
specific issues and categories of
oomments are discussed below.

Access tc Information Contained in the
MEL

New and revised §§ 121.628(a)(2).
125.201(a)(2). and 135.179(a)(2) each
require that the MEL be aboard the
aircraft or that the flightcrew have
"direct" access at all times prior to flight
tb all information contained in the
approved MEL. As discussed in the
NPRM, it is not the FAA's intention that
a physical copy of the MEL be carried
aboard the aircraft although this would
be an acceptable means of compliance.
TJle FAA will accept any method as long
as the information contained therein is
"tlirectly" accessible to the flightcrew at
all times prior to flight through printed
or other means approved by the
A1drn.inistrator. The rule provides that
this approval will be contained in the
certificate holder's operations
sRecifications. The FAA does not
consider "direct" access to include
information gained from conversations
with maintenance personnel by
telephone or over the aircraft radio prior
to dispa tch.

Specifically, the commenters on this
issue reflected their concerns as follows:

The Air Transportation Association
(ATA) objects to the requirement that
the crew have direct access to the MEL
before and during night. ATA states that
there is no need for the MEL, a dispatch
document, to be onboard the aircraft.
A'ccording to ATA. the MEL is designed
to be used during the preparation for
flight. not the execution of flight. ATA
submits that pilots are not trained in the
use of MELs and the flightcrew always
lias access to MEL information through
radio contact with dispatch!
maintenance.
Tfi~R~gionalAirline Association

(M~) agrees that information

the relative lack of single·engine aircraIt
systems c.omplexity and reaundancy.
the diversity of the single-engine aircraft·
population, and the lack of manpowertm
create single-engine aircraft Master.
Minimum Equipment Lists (MMEL).

(Note: An MMEL for a particular:aircraft
type is developed by the fAA in cooperation
witb holder of the type certificate forthat
aircraft. The MMEL is the basis for-the
individual operator's MEL for its particula.r
operation and aircraft.)

In June 1985, the FAA responded to.&
request from Beech Aircraft Corporation
by issuing an interpretation o~AR
§§ 23.1301 and 25.1301 which stated, in
sununary, that all installed instnunenls
and items of equipment in an aircraft
must function as designed for all
operations unless otherwise provided'
for in an FAA·approved MEL. Since
§ 135.179, which authorizes MEL use for
multiengine aircraft, preGludes single-,
engine aircraft from using an. MER, the
result has been that all installed
instruments and items of equipment on
such aircraft must be operative. This has
required part 135 operators of single
engine aircraft who install optional
instruments and equipment to keep them
in operating condition when the>aircraft
is operating. This requirement may'have
convinced some single·engine operafurs
under part 135 to defer purchase of
optional equipment which would have
enhanced safet~ or operational
efficiency.

At present, there is a need to
standardize the manner in which the
MELIequirements are applied to tHe
aviation industry and individuaL
operators. The results of the Nationall
Air Transportation Inspection (IIlA11)1
study of the MEL program revealed,
considerable misunderstanding ofthe
MEL concept. In the past, some air
carriers have mistakenly develbped
procedures'for operating with an MEL
that were not oonsistent with the
operating regulations. Since the rules
governing the use of MEL's in part 121
differ from the part 125 and 135
requirements, operational
standardization and consistent
interpretation of the rules have
presented difficulties for operators'and'
the FAA.

On January 23. 1989, the F~
published notice of proposed rulemaking
(NPRM) 89-2 (54 FR 3320) that proposed,
to amend part 121, 125. and 135
requirements for the use of a MEL.
{Clarification of the notice ancI:an
extension of the comment period.was"
published in the Federal Register-oID
March 27, 1989 (54 FR 12553).) TIle,
NPRM invited public participatiomihl
addressing MEL requirements. T.lilJ"'
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Aviation Administration

14 CFR Parts 121. 125, and 135

[Docket No. 25780; Amdts. 121-222, 125-15.
135-39l

Rlt12120-AC86

Minimum Equipment List (MEL)
Requirements

AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), DOT.
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: This amendment provides for
the development and use of Minimum
Equipment Lists (MEL) for certain
single-engine air carrier aircraft. In
addition. this amendment revises the
requirements for the use of an MEL to
make them consistent throughout the
regulations. This action is needed to
provide for the implementation of MEL
authorizations through the issuance of
operations specifications. The changes
streamline administrative procedures
and provide greater consistency in the
l\.iEL authorization process.
EFFECTIVE DATE: June 20, 1991.
FOA FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Marlene G. Livack, Technical Standards
Branch (AF~230), Air Transportation
Division, Office of Flight Standards,
Federal Aviation Administration, 800
Independence Avenue, SW.,
Washington, DC 20591; Telephone (202)
47!HJ285.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION::

/ Background

Statement ofProblem

The airworthiness certification of an
aircraft is based upon the requirement
that the aircraftconfonn to its type
certificate and be in a condition for safe
operation. The concept onhe Minimum
Equipment Ust [MEL) was developed
when it was recognized that a flight or
series of flights might be continued with
certain inoperable instruments and
equipment under appropriate
circumstances. This followed a Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA)
determination that strict compliance
with the Type Certification (TC)
equipment requirements was not
necessary to maintain the TC level of
safety. The MEL is intended to permit
operation for a minimum period of time
until repairs can be accomplished.

Although the MEL concept was
adopted for part 121 operations in 1953
and applied ta part 135 muItiengine
aircraft operations in 1978, it has never
been applied to p,rt 135 single·engine
aircraft operations. This has been due to
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contained in the MEL should be directly
accessible to the flight crew prior to
flight. but submits that directly
accessible during flight is unduly
restrictive. RAA submits that the MEL is
a dispatch document and that it is not
intended to replace abnormal/
emergency procedure when an item
becomes inoperative during flight. RAA
believes that indirect access may. at
times. contribute to safety when one
pilot in a two pilot crew is not forced to
read an MEL during flight.

The Aerospace Industries Association
(AlA) states thai the FAA has not
provided 8 justification for requiring
pilot access to the written MEL at all
times, and at the same time denying
pilot access to it through the radio. AlA
submits that the MEL is a dispatch
document not intended for application
while enronte and its verbiage is
completely unsuilable for inflight
application. AlA states that the MEL is
not "cockpit friendly" and will
substantially increase crew workload.
According to AlA. there will be
considerable costs because the MEL will
have to be rewritten for use in the
cockpit and crews will have to be
trained in its use.

The International Federation of
Airline Dispatchers' Association (IFIDA]
comments that dispatchers should be
provided with the same information as
the flightcrews and should have direct
access to the information contained in
the MEL or have a copy of the MEL
provided to them.

The Air Line Pilots Association
(ALPA) supports the requiremenl that
the crew have direct access to the MEL
but states that it is not good enough for
pilots to get information on MEL items
and remarks or exceptions by telephone
or radio access. ALPA, therefore,
suggests that the word "direct" be
inserted before the word "access."

One comment from an airline pilot
states that the crews should have ;:;;ccess
to the printed MEL al all times.

In response to these specific
comments. the FAA agrees that the MEL
is a dispatch dQcument and, thus, has
determined that the proposed
requirement that it be available during
flight would not be in keeping with the
inlent of the MEL concept. The FAA.
however, does not agree that requiring
the flightcrew to have "direct" access to
the MEL prior to flight is restrictive. The
flightcrew is responsible for the safe
operation of the aircraft and, therefore,
must have a "direct" means of
determining whether or not the aircraft
is safe for flight.

Several commenters state that pilots
are not trained in the use of MELs.
However, § 121.415 requires that pilots

and dispatchers be trained in the duties
and responsibilities of their respective
positions. FAR §§ 121.597 and 121.663
provide that one of the responsibilities
of the pilot in command (pIC) is 10
determine that the flight can be made
safely; For a PIC to make this
determination. the FAA believes that
training in the use of an MEL is
necessary.

The FAA agrees with ALPA that. in
order to make a dispatch decision, the
flightcrew must be able to ensure that
they have all available information. The
FAA also agrees that calling on the
radio or telephone would not
necessarily ensure that the pilot has all
the essential information. While the
FAA agrees with the term "direct"
access. this does not mean that the
flightcrew must have a printed copy of
the MEL and. therefore, the rule as
adopted provides that the Administrator
may approve other means of direct
access. "Direct" access could be through
the ARINe Communications Addressing
and Reporting Syslem (ACARS) or other
electronic means or could be
accomplished through an information
retrieval system or any other means
approved by the Administrator.
Therefore, the word "direct" is being
inserted before the word "access" in
§§ 121.628(a)(2).125.201(a)(2). and
135.179(a)(2) and the proposal that the
MEL be available during flight is being
deleted.

The FAA agrees that dispatchers
should be provided with the same
information since they are jointly
responsible. with the PIC. for the
dispatch of the flight. The FAA has
determined that the authority provided
in FAR § 121.605 covers this point and
does not see a need to further clarify the
requirement.

Finally, the MEL will not have to be
written for cockpit use because in its
present format it is appropriate for a
dispatch document. Since training in the
use of an MEL is already required no
additional training costs will be
imposed.

MEL Revision Procedures

The language of FAR pari 121 is
revised to clarify that an MEL, as
authorized by the operations
specifications, constitutes an approved
change to the type design. This is similar
10 the concept behind FAR §§ 91.213
(former § 91.30). 125.W1. and 135.179.
The follOWing commenters specifically
address this concept as it relates to the
MEL.

ATA comments that the FAA should
clarify that MEL revisions do not require
recertification. ATA states that FAA
should specify in the preamble that an
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amendment to the MEL will not require
recertification of the airplane since the
MEL authorization constitutes an
approved change in the type design.

AlA believes making a change to an
approved and authorized MEL
':::onstitl.ltes a change in the type design.
AlA contends, however, that this
statement will be misconstrued and
require full recertification for each MEL
entry. AlA slates that to do a full type
certification for each MEL item would
be prohibitively expensive and not
improve safety. AlA suggests the
following wording: "An approved MEL,
as authorized by the operations specs,
constitutes an approved deviation to the
type design without requiring
recertification through the certification
branch."

The FAA response to ATA and AlA is
that the part 121 ?vIEL provisions are
being amended to clarify that an
approved NtEL will constitute a change
to the type design of the aircraft.
However, the FAA does not intend this
to mean that ao amendment to the MEL
requires recertification of an aircraft.
Because the MEL allows an aircraft to
be operated in a temporary condition
with inoperative equipment while still
maintaining the safety requirements for
certification. the aircraft is in a
legitimate design configuration and
recertification of the type design is not
necessary. This temporary condition
continues to meet certification safety
requirements. The FAA agrees with
ATA and AlA that it is necessary to
clarify that an amendment to the ~.JEL

will not require recertification.
However. this should be accomplished
in the rule and not in the preamble as
suggested by ATA. Therefore,
§§ 121.628(a)(2). 125.201(a)(2). and
135.179(a)(2) are amended accordingly.

In addition to ATA and AlA. Conner
Air Lines, Inc.• states that if the rule is
implemented, the FAA would gain
authority to amend an approved aircraft
type certificate as well as the air carrier
operating certificate by amending the
operations specifications. Conner Air
Lines, Inc.. argues that this action would
allow the FAA to alter, change, or
amend, at its sole discretion, the MEL by
changing the operator's specifications.

In response to Conner Air Lines, Inc.,
the FAA emphasizes that the MEL is a
separately approved document and.
therefore. will not be affected by any
changes in the operations specifications.
The operations specifications are the
method through which operations with
ao MEL are authorized. The approval
procedure for an operator's MEL has not
been changed.
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Airworthiness Directives

The NPRM.proposed that instruments,
and equipment required by an
airworthiness directive rAD) not be
included in the MEL, The following
comments were-received'ifrom AlA and
ATA on this issue.

AIA ohjects to this proposal and
states thanhe prohibition 8gainst
including instroments~and equipment'
required by an AD is in conflict with the'
basic prihciples on'wliich the MEL
concept is based, AlA: states that· the'
compliance required in an AD is not
necessarily the- only way of fixing a
defect or unsafe condition and that
these solutions Donnelly reflect
permanent changes to hardware
selected in1consideration of operating
costs and installation expediency, as
well as safe operation. AIA.comments
that the' safety. requirements of an AD
can often be accomplished by other
means on.the short term basis reflected.'
by MEL relief.

AlA.s.tates thatAn's normally containl
the general:statement thntialtemate"
means of compliance which provide an
acceptabla level ofloafety may bll!usad
when.aJlProvecLby lbe Adminiotraton
and the'MEL does not deviat8.frDm~tliis

criterion. Eurther, many AD's Gontairu
specific dispatclLrelief provisions. A.1Al
concludes that·tha carriar should.ba
allowed tn substitute a temporary.
solution in.the MEL provided it affords
an acceptable level of safety.

ATA.siates,that proposed
§ 121,626(p}(lljoho.uld ha,the oame as the
existing § 91,30(h}(z). which allowo
instruments and equipment requirnd l:iy
an AD, nrovided that AD provides fo"
them. to ba included in the MEL.

In response. the-FAA agrees wHh
ATA that §§ 1'21.626(b)(j!) 1>25.201(hJ(j!).
and 135.179(bJ(21..ohould be the·oame ao
the requirementllof § 91.30(b)(2) and has
changed these sections ac.cordingly. The.
FAA also agrees with AlA that AD's
nannalIy contain a g~neralstatement.

that aUemate means of.compliance can
be used ifapproveciby the
Administrator-. This does not necessarily
provide reliet thr.ough the MELs. Rillief
through,an MELcao be granted only if it
does not affect the requirements oLtlle
AD. Any MEL relieLapproved by tne,
Flight Operations EvalUations Board'and
granted by the-AD may be included io
the MEI:; however; due to the
requirements of r 39.3 of the FAR. the
AD requirements always tllkes
precedence m'er the MEL Qro'vision9:

Inoperable Instrum8nts and EqJ]ipmentl

Section 135.179(b)(3} of the proposed
rule states that instruments and
equipment that are either specifically or

otherwise required by the airworthiness
req!1irements under which the airplane
is type certificated and which are
essential for safe operation under"all'
operating conditions may not be
included in the MEL. Two comments
were received which specifically'
addressed this issue. Both Sternair-andl

the RAA suggest deleting ti,e proposed
section. RAA states that if this
limitation is included; the role should
clarify ilie intent.

The FAA response to,these comments'
is tliat in order to maintain·the validity
of an aiflworthincss certificate. al11
installed aircraft instruments and
equipment must function as designed.
However. an PAA-approved MEL issued
to a specific operator by the" FA'A
District 0ffice having FligHt'Standards
certificate responsibility constitiJtes an
approved change to the aircraft type
design and, therefore. allows for
inoperative equipment. Experience-has
shown,that with the various levels of'
redundancY,' designed into'aircraft
operation,ofevery system or installed1

component may not' be necessarily since
the remaining equipment-can provide an
acceptable'level of safety.

Not all of'an aircraft's installed
instl1lments and equipment-are
necessary fOf'every: operation_ Fot'"
example. aD operation which is not
being conducted in icing'conditions
would not require airframe deicing-or
anti-icing equipment if that equipment
was not essential forsafe operations
when icing-conditions,do'not exist:
Another example is an aircraft'which
was not being operated at'nigbtwould
not require a laoding'light. A specific
operating condition. therefore; woula be
a condition'such as extended overwat~r;

High altitude, or'night flight.
Certain equipment and instruments,

however. must be..operoting at'aWtimes:
these include'such items as oil pressure
ana t~mperaturegauges (unless other
approved mearurexist to monitor lhese
parameters) because these gauges
provide an indication of the enginets
condition. .

Additional Commeots

Several commenters question the need
and reasons for the amendments to the
existing FAR requirements.

For example. Ameriflightstates that it'
supports the FAA's attempt to simplify
and unifl! the-regulations related to
MELs but believes that. at the-same
time, a major overhaul of the current
MEL policy is neces·sary and asks that
the FAA evaluate the current problems
associat~dwith tHe MEL 8p'proval l

process sucH as standardization"and
delays, AmerilligHt states'thahpproval
and development of-an MEL can cost

tliousands and'that~a revision-will' cost;
at a minimum. $500. e<meriflig!Irsugg9st~
tha t the FAA issue a g~neric .tdMEC
while.Leaving the.specific op.erations
and mainUmance procedures tb the
users and distriCl"offices. These gftnenc'
MMELs wilNle rearly-tb-use documents
whicH woula'simply lie obtained and
distributed by the operators:

Conner Air Unes suggests tliat DO

changes he made to the current rules.
AT'" sta tes tliat the NP.RM does not.

identifN, the particular issues. to De
clarified, But states.only that §J21.627(p),
"has fostered numerous questions
within the air carrier industry and•.
therefore. needs_to be cJarifiedl~'A'tA,
suggests that E'AA itemize Bnd develop1
exact issues or questions.which
generated the need.for clarification.
ATA also suggests, that the AdvisorYI
Circular regarding deferred maintenanoe.
items. when issued..may clarifY the
majority of the'problems. ATA slatee
that the induSlrY._has"been,workin8/withl
the current. regulations [or 'over. 30 y,ears1

and i81familiaL with,all aspects ondi
suggests that a,chans..8:could-cauBB:
confusion..

The FAA in developing its NPRM did,
in fact review the sp'ecifio problems and
issues concerning the ME-L pro_cess: The'
vagueness of § 121.627, caused the·MIili.
requiremants tb ba'applied differently,
underpart 121 than under parts 125'andl
135•.which oontain more specific;
requirements. Hor this., reason the. fA&.
stated in the NPRM thatlthe,prop.oeed!
amendment was needed~tblstand8.rdiZe

applicatioruo~theMEL.conceplob~
bringing part ul'in,line with part9.125,
and 135.~TheBAA: believes iuis
unnecessary/tu-catalbgue the numerous
requestslfonintbrprctntion concerning
§ 121,627. TJtesa.problemslcennoltbe'
dealt with ih amadvisory'mrcular
format. The RAA\believes that the minor
changes involved with this rulomaking:
including.rovisionB1to air car.f!el\
operations specifications. will not'be a
significant burden to air carriers and the.
resulting'simplifieation of the procesffl
will be beneficial

AIA comments tHat parts 125'and 13S
should be standardized along the Unes
of part 121 instead ortHe other way
around as proposed'in the NPRN1. THis
would provide a simplified'system to
125 and 135 operators and not impose an
economic burden- on part 121 operators
to change and train for 8 new system: It
would also eliminate the need forre
interpretatiorn AlA states that if the
reason for tlie'proposed replacement of"
§ 121.627(c),is to provide a stronger legal
basis for enforcement· then § 121.627(c)
should be-expaoded'to set up specific
requirements for-an MEL
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The FAA does nol agree with AlA
that proposed parts 125 snd 135 should
be standardized along the lines of part
121. Section 121.627(C) has historically
caused confusion in the aviation
industry and the FAA as well. After a
careful review of the MEL requirements
specified in current U 121.627(c).
t25.201, and 135.179. the FAA has
detennined that proposed §§ 125.201
and 135.179 offer a clearer presentation
of MEL requirements and this should be
extended to part 121 for standardization
throughout the industry. The FAA
emphasizes that the MEL in part 121. as
well as in parts 125 and 135. constitutes
an approved change to the aircraft type
design without requiring recertification.
This is clearly stated in proposed
§§ 121.628. 125.201, and 135.179.

Finally. two commenters state that
pilots cannot always comply with the
abnormal/em~rgency checklist
procedures because one or more of the
aircraft systems or components required
to accomplish the emergency procedure
is inoperative. These comments suggest
the rule be amended so that no system
component required to accomplish an
emergency or abnormal procedure be
included on an MMEL. The FAA
believes these commenters are referring
to problems with their own MELs. and
that these problems should be reviewed
and resolved. With respect to comments
concerning MMELs. the FAA agrees that
systems and components required to
accomplish emergency or abnormal
procedures are considered when
approving an M:MEL. Therefore. these
items should not appear o.n an MEL
since the MEL cannot be more
permissive than the MMEL. If
commenters believe this is not the case
then it would be appropriate for the
specific MEL problem to be reported in
detail to the FAA for review and
possible revision.

One commenter suggests that
advisory circular material be developed
to standardize the procedures by which
MEL's are prepared by the operator and
approved hy the FAA. The FAA agrees
and has undertaken this project. The
FAA anticipates that the advisory
circular material will be released
concurrently with this rule.

Another commenter states that
§ 135.179 should be applicable to single
engine turbine airplanes on floats. The
FAA's response is that the rule includes
all single-engine aircraft operated under
part 135.

Beyond lbe Scope of the NPRM

Several comments submitted are
beyond the scope of this proposed
rulemaldng.

For example. Fairchild Aircraft
Corporation refers to a suggested rule
change that it requested in 1986, Docket
No. 25049. and suggests that those
changes be incorpora ted into the
proposed § 135.179. Fairchild petitioned
the FAA to amend § § 91.30 and 135.179
to require the FAA and aircraft
manufacturers to establish a list of
required instruments and equipment to
be included in each airplane and
rotorcraft flight manual. The list would
be used by a pilot to determine what
instruments and equipment are required
to begin and/or continue a flight. The
FAA will respond to this issue in a
separate rulemaking project, when
resources permit.

Furthermore, the following comments
have beea considered as informational,
but not having direct impact on this
particular rulemaking project.

ALPA, for example, recommends that
both the preamble to the MEL and the
airworthiness handbeok include a
reference to the "electronic log book"
including guidelines to ensure that the
crew is supplied with the current
airworthiness status of the aircraft
following failure of the MEL items.

Finally. a commenter suggests that
operators in Alaska should be able to
develop MEL procedures for fuel gauges
and other items on single-engine
aircraft. Such matters are the proper
subject of the MMEL review process.

Regulatory Evaluation Summary

Benefits

The benefits of the revised rules are
non-quantifiable because they primarily
reorganize and standardize the MEL
provisions of various operating rules in
order to clarify and explain the intent of
existing requirements. Promulgation of
these rules will reduce
misunderstandings of the requirements
governing inoperable instruments and
equipment by air carriers.

Further, operators of single-engine
aircraft under part 135 will benefit from
greater flexibility and efficiency in using
aircraft under the revised rules. As a
result of these rules, passengers and
shippers will avoid unnecessary delays
and inconvenience. Moreover, use of
operations specifications in lieu of
letters of authorization, in the long run.
will reduce administrative burdens for
both the FAA and the affected
certificate holders. The FAA, however,
has no precise basis on which to
quantify these benefits, since it cannot
predict the extent to which part 135
operators of single-engine aircraft will
elect to use ME;Ls.
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Costs
Certificate holders subject to the

revised rules will not incur any
additional compliance costs because the
rules will change only the format in
which MEL authorizations are granted.
The substantive provisions of the MEL's
for individual certificate holders will
continue to be determined by the FAA
flight standards field offices havin,ll
jurisidiction over the particular
certificate holders. Guidance for MEL
operating privileges and limitations will
continue to be disseminated through
such means as the advisory circular
system. The FAA will incur some minor
administrative costs in transferring MEL
requirements from letters of
authorization to operations
specifications, but this will be a one
time expense, which is in the nature of
an ordinary cost of doing business for a
regulatory agency. Moreover, the use of
operations specifications. in the long
run, will tend to ease administrative
burdens and reduce costs for both FAA
and the certificate holders.

International Trade Impact Assessment
The revised regulations 'will clarify

and standardize existing MEL
requirements for various classes of
United States certificate holders, and as
such. will have no effect on the sale of
foreign aviation products or services in
the United States. nor will they affect
the sale of United States aviation
products-or services in foreign countries.

Regulatory Flexibility Determination

The Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980
(RFA) was enacted by Congress to
ensure that small entities are not
unnecessarily and disproportionally
burdened by government regulations.
Small entities are independently owned
and operated small businesses and
small not-for-profit organizations. The
RFA requires agencies to review rules
that may have "a significant economic
impact on a substantial number of small
entities:' FAA Order 2100.14A.
Regulatory Flexibility Criteria and
Guidance, establishes threshold cost
values and small entity size standards
for complying with RFA review
requirements in FAA rulemaking
actions.

The small entities that will be affected
by the revised rules are those parts 121.
125. and 135 operators that own nine or
fewer aircraft. However. because these
rules will not impose any additional
compliance costs on affected certificate
holders and will provide relief in the
case of part 135 operators of single
engine aircraft, none of the threshold
cost values stipulated in Order 2100.14A
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are expected to be exceeded by any
affected certificate holder. Therefore,
the FAA has determined that these rules
will not have 8 significant economic
impar:t on a substantial number of small
entities. and a regulatory flexibility
analysis is not required under the terms
of the RFA.

Federalism Implications

The regulations adopted herein will
not have substantial direct effects on the
States. on the relationship between the
national government and the States, or
on the distribution of power and
responsibilities among the various levels
of government. Therefore. in accordance
with Executive Order 12612, it is
determined that this regulation will not
have sufficient federalism implications
to warrant the preparation of a
Federalism Assessment.

Conclusion

For the reasons discussed in the
preamble, and based on the findings in
the Regulatory Flexibility Determination
and the International Trade Impact
Analysis, the FAA has determined tha t
this regulation is not major under
Executive Order 12291. In addition, the
FAA certifies that this regulation will
not have a significant economic impact.
positive or negative, on a substantial
number of small entities under the
criteria of the Regulatory Flexibility Act.
This regulation is considered significant
under DOT Regulatory Policies and
Procedures (44 FR 11034; February 26,
1979). A regulatory evaluation of the
regulation, including a Regulatory
Flexibility Determination and
International Trade Impact Analysis,
has been placed in the docket. A copy
may be obtained by contacting the
person identified under "FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION CONTACT."

List 01 Subjects

14 CFR Port 121

Air carriers: Airplanes; Aviation
safety: Safety.

14 CFR port 125

Aircraft: Airworthiness.

14 CFR Part 135

Air carriers: Aircraft; Airplanes,
Airworthiness: Aviation safety; Safety.

Adoption 01 the Amendment

Accordingly, parts 121, 125, and 135 of
the Federal Aviation Regulations (14
eFR parts 121. 125. and 135) are·
amended as follows:

PART 121-CERTIFICATION AND
. OPERATIONS DOMESTIC, FLAG, AND

SUPPLEMENTAL AIR CARRIERS, AND
COMMERCIAL OPERATORS OF
LARGE AtRCRAFT

1. The authority citation for part 121
continues to read as follows:

Authority: 49 U.S.C. 1354(a}. 1355,1356,
1357, 1401. 1421. 1430. 1472, 1485. and 1502; 49
U.S.C. 106(g) (Revised Pub, L. 97~49, January
12,1983).

2. By revising the introductory text of
§ 121.303[dJ to read as follows:

§ 121.303 Airplane tnstruments and
equipment.
•

(d) Except as provided in
§§ 121.627(h) and 121.628. no person
may take off any airplane unless the
following instruments and equipment
are in operable condition:,
§ 121.627 [Ameoded]

3. By removing § 121.627(c).
4. By adding a new § 121.628 following

§ 121.627 to read as follows:

§ 121.628 Inoperable Instruments and
equipment.

(a) No person may take off an
airplane with inoperable instruments or
equipment installed unless the following
conditions are met:

(1) An approved Minimum Equipment
List exists for that airplane.

(2) The Flight Standards District
Office having certification responsibility
has issued the certificate holder
operations specifications authorizing
operations in accordance with an
approved Minimum Equipment List. The
flight crew shall have direct access at all
times prior to flight to aU of the
information contained in the approved
Minimum Equipment List through
printed or other means approved by the
Administrator in the certificate holders
operations specifications. An approved
Minimum Equipment List, as authorized
by the operations specifications,
constitutes an approved change to the
type design without requiring
recertification.

(3) The approved Minimum Equipment
List must:

(i) Be prepared in accordance with the
limitations specified in paragraph (b) of
this section.

(ii) Provide for the operation of the
airplane with certain instruments aI)d
equipment in an inoperable condition,

(4J Record identifying the inoperable
instruments and equipment and the
information required by paragraph
(a)(3)[U) of this section must be
available to the pilot.

(5) The airplane is operated under all
applicable conditions and limitations
contained in the Minimum Equipment
List and the operations specifications
authorizing use of the Minimum
Equipment List.

(b) The following instruments and
equipment may not be included in the
Minimum Equipment List:

(1) Instruments and equipment that
are either specifically or otherwise
required by the airworthiness
requirements under which the airplane
is type certificated and which are
essential for safe operations under all
operating conditions.

(2) Instruments and equipment
required by an airworthiness directive
to be in operable condition unless the
airworthiness directive provides
otherwise.

(3) Instruments and equipment
required for specific operations by this
part.

[c) Notwilhstaoding paragraphs [b)[1)
and [b)[3) of this section. an airplane
with inoperable instruments or
equipment may be operated under a
special flight permit under §§ 21.197 and
21.199 of this chapter.

PART 125~CERTIFICATIONAND
OPERATIONS: AIRPLANES HAVtNG A
SEATING CAPACITY OF 20 OR MORE
PASSENGERS OR A MAXIMUM
PAYLOAD CAPACITY OF 6,000
POUNDS OR MORE

5. The authority citation for part 125
continues to read as follows:

Authority: 49 U.S.C. 1354. 1421 through 1430
and 1502; 49 U.S.C. 106(g} (Revised Pub. L. 97
449, January 12. 1983).

6. By revising § 125.201 to read as
follows:

§ 125.201 Inoperable instruments and
equipment.

(a) No person may take off an
airplane with inoperable instruments or
equipment installed unless the following
conditions are met:

(1) An approved Minimum Equipment
List exists for that airplane.

(2) The Flight Standards District
Office having certification responsibility
has issued the certificate holder
operations specifications authorizing
operations in accordance with an
approved Minimum Equipment List. The
flight crew shall have direct acce'iS at all
times prior to flight to all of the
information contained in the approved
Minimum Equipment List through
printed or other means approved by the
Administrator in the certificate holders
operations specifications. An approved
Minimum Equipment List. as authorized
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(ii) Provide for the operation of the
aircraft with certain instruments and
equipment in an inoperable condition.

(4) Records identifying the inoperable
instruments and equipment and the
information required by (a)(3)(ii) of this
section must be available to the pilot.

(5) The aircraft is operated under all
applicable conditions and limitations
contained in the Minimum Equipment
List and the operations specifications
authorizing use of the Minimum
Equipment List.

(b) The following instruments and
equipment may not be included in the
Minimum Equipment List:

(1) Instruments and equipment that
are either specifically or otherwise
required by the airworthiness
requirements under which the airplane
is type certificated and which are
essential for safe operations under all
operating conditions.

(2) Instruments and equipment
required by an airworthiness directive
to be in operable condition unless the
airworthiness directive provides
otherwise.

(3) Instruments and equipment
required for specific operations by this
part.

(c) Notwithstanding paragraphs (b)(l)
and (h)(3) of Ihis section, an aircraft
with inoperable instruments or
equipment may be operated under a
special flight permit under §§ 21.297 and
21.199 of this chapter.
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speciaillight permit under §§ 21.197 and
21.199 of this chapter.

PART 135-AIR TAXI OPERATORS
AND COMMERCIAL OPERATORS

7. The authority citation for part 135
continues to read as follows:

Authority: 49 U.S.C. 1354 (s), 1355(a). 1421
1431 and 1502; 49 U.S.C. 106(g1 (Revised Pub.
L. 97-449, January 12. 1983).

8. By revising § 135.179 to read as
follows;

§ 135.179 Inoperable Instruments and
equipment.

(al No person may take off an aircraft
with inoperable instruments or
equipment installed unless the following
conditions are met:

(1) An approved Minimum Equipment
List exists for that aircraft.

(2) The Flight Standards District
Office having certification responsibility
has issued the certificate holder
operations specifications authorizing
operations in accordance with an
approved Minimum Equipment List. The
flight crew shall have-direct access at all
times prior to flight to all of the
information contained in the approved
Minimum Equipment List through
printed or other means approved by the
Administrator in the certificate holders
operations specifications. An approved
Minimum Equipment List, as authorized
by the operations specifications.
constitutes an approved change to the
type design without requiring
recertification. .

(3) The approved Minimum Equipment
List must:

(i) Be prepared in accordance with the
limitations specified in paragraph (bl of
this section.

by the operations specifications.
constitutes an apPfoved change to the
type design without requiring
recertification.

(3) The approved Minimum Equipment
List must:

(i) Be prepared in accordance with the
limitations specified in paragraph (h) of
this section.

(Ii) Provide for the operation of the
airplane with certain instruments and
equipment in an inoperable condition.

(4) Records identifying the inoperable
instruments and equipment and the
information required by paragraph
(aJ(3)(ii) of this section must be
avaiiable to the piiot.

(5) The airplane is operated under all
applicable conditions and limitations
contained in the Minimum Equipment
Ust and the operations specifications
authorizing use of the Minimurr
Equipment List.

(b) The following instruments and
equipment may not be included in the
Minimum Equipment List:

(1) Instruments and equipment that
are either specifically or otherwise
required by the airworthiness
requirements under which the airplane
is type certificated and which are
essential for safe operations under all
operating conditions.

(2J Instruments and equipment
required by an airworthiness directive
to be in operable condition unless the
airworthiness directive provides
otherwise.

(3) Instruments and equipment
required for specific operations by this
part.

(c) Notwithstanding paragraphs (bJ(l)
and (b)(3) of this section, an airplane
with inoperable instruments or
equipment may be operated under a
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